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Abstract: In this paper, we report an architecture mechanism of a six DOF alignment system. This is manually operated to 

support and align laser instrument on optical table. This hybrid kinematic system is developed to couple the advantages of 

both SKM and PKM. The architecture comprises a universal joint guided mechanism (UJGM) and a ball ended tripod with 

sliding discs. A significant approach has been imparted while finalizing the arrangement of links, joints and pairs. Iterative 

CAD modeling through AutoCAD, process through Solid Edge and visualization by Adobe 3D reader has been used in this 

design synthesis and been an added advantage. The design of this alignment system has been optimized for hybrid 

kinematics, faster alignment and maximum stability. The prototype has been manufactured successfully and the functions 

were found as desired, while shortcomings and future scope also discussed.  

 

Index Terms: Hybrid Kinematics, Six DOF; Prototype, Mechanism architecture. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Arrangement of mechanisms plays significant role in any kinematic alignment system. The appropriate sequencing of mechanisms 

to form a complete system comes along with expertise of the designer.  The information about links, joints and pairs is always 

important in the design of such alignment system. The examples of serial kinematic mechanisms are shown in Fig.1& Fig.2. The 

parallel kinematic mechanism shown in Fig.7 is employed for automated hexapods. These automated parallel mechanisms are of 

high speed, high stiffness and high precision alignment, also with high cost. For our typical alignment purpose of optical equipment 

with required six DOF, this new hybrid kinematics alignment system has been developed.  

            
               

Fig. 1 6 DOF-Serial Kinematic system           Fig. 2    3 DOF-Serial Kinematic system 

 

Alignment systems are optimized with several objectives. Degrees of freedom, Stiffness, repeatability, load carrying capacity, 

allowed vibrational frequency, system volume, alignment time, ease of the operation, mass, mode of operation and cost effectiveness 

are the main parameters for optimization. Amongst these parameters we covered degrees of freedom, stiffness, alignment time, 

system volume, weight, and cost effectiveness in our alignment system.  

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Degrees of Freedom 

[3] Robert L. Norton presented. The DOF is derived from the mobility of the alignment system.   The DOF is equal to the number 

individual position changes at any instant of time to a reference.  If we place a pencil on a paper three numbers of freedoms could 

be observed i.e. x,y and 𝜃 . Thus this system of the pencil in a plane then has three DOF.  Other set of three parameters could be 

used.  In this case there are two linear and one angular freedom is observed. 
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Types of Motion, Links and Joints 

Rotation  

[3] Robert L. Norton presented. When the body rotates with reference to one point it is called rotation. 

Translation  

While the body on the whole moves in a linear direction, means all points of it moves in a linear direction it is called translation. 

 

Compound motion  
When the body moves simultaneously in linear and rotation it is set to be in compound motion. 

 

Links 

Linkages of basic blocks of mechanisms and made up of links and joints.  

Binary     : one with two nodes.      

Ternary   : one with three nodes.  

Quaternary   : one with four nodes. 

 

[3] Robert L. Norton presented 

     

    Fig-3    Rigid body in plane                                  Fig-4        Types of links 

 

Joints 

The connection between minimum two links and allows some motion between connected links also called as kinematic pairs 

  

1. The contact between the elements, line, point, or surface  

2. Number of DOF allowed at the joint  

3. Physical closure of the joint  

4. Number of links joined  

 

III.   DESIGN  

Architecture of mechanisms & Hybrid Kinematics 

The creation of links and joints of kinematic chains comprising mechanisms to construct a successful system or machine is called 

“the architecture of the mechanisms”. Here the architecture has been branched in to two modules. One is the peripheral load bearing 

tripod module, which consist parallel kinematics and provide motions in three degrees of freedom (X,Y tilt and Z linear). Another 

is the inner module which guides in all six degrees of freedom and provide motions for further three degrees of freedom through 

serial kinematics mechanism (X,Y linear and Z tilt).In this system, this hybrid kinematics enable us to achieve faster alignment with 

simplified arrangement of components. After initial modeling in 3D CAD, followed by sequence of iterations, this architecture of 

mechanism has been finalized and a 3D model has been produced. 

 

CAD Modelling & Visualization 

AutoCAD version 2017 has been used to generate 3D CAD model for iterations. These models then processed through Solid Edge-

ST10 software to produce 3D pdf outputs. Then they were visually analysed in Adobe Reader-XI to conclude the final model. The 

variety of visual options in Adobe 3D viewer with cut-section facility was useful in this whole process. 

 

Structure of the system 

A 10mm thick hexagonal top plate of 176mm flat size is connected with a 10 mm thick hexagonal base plate of 250 mm flat size 

of by means of six DOF mechanisms as shown in the Fig. 5. In this arrangement of mechanisms both the X and Y axes are kept in 

same plane by adopting a universal joint guided mechanism shown in Fig.6. This is to minimize the telescopic and over hanging 

of axes to make the structure relatively rigid. Though the Z axis is protruded vertically normal to the X-Y plane for its up and down 

motions which is unavoidable. Each serial kinematic joint is made by rotational & sliding pair of cylinder piston arrangement. The 

motion is provided by a set of spring loaded push screws for these axes. The parallel Kinematic tripod legs are load bearing screws 
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with hemi spherical ends which are clubbed with sliding discs. These load bearing tripod screws are rotated to obtain tilt in X, Y 

axes as well as lift in Z linear axis. When they are operated individually they provide X or Y tilt and operated simultaneously 

cumulatively they provide Z- linear motion in upward direction. In this way all 6 DOF is achieved. 

 

                                        
 

  Fig-5      CAD Model – Full Assembly                   Fig-6   Universal Joint Guided Mechanism (6-DOF Module) 

 

Table 1: Different kinematics systems along UJGM alignment system 

 
 Type of Motion & 

Alignment system 
Kinematics Stiffness 

Vibration 

frequency 
Precision 

Alignment 

Time 
Cost Mode 

1 X, Y & Z stages Serial low low high fast medium 
auto & 

manual 
2 Robotic Arms Serial low low high faster very high auto 
3 Hexapods Parallel high high high faster very high auto 
4 Six Strut Systems Parallel high high moderate slower low manual 
5 UJGM- System Hybrid moderate moderate moderate fast low manual 

 

Comparative views of  PKS & HKS 

The Hexapods available in the market shown in the Fig.7 which are close looped, motorized with feedback mechanism and 

computerized. They are rigid, do possess high natural frequencies and governed by parallel kinematic mechanism (PKM). The 

exploded view shown in Fig.8 explain us, the load is applied to those peripherally equispaced tripod legs and the actuated motions 

are guided by the UJGM module which is placed between fixed bottom plate and movable top plate. The locking of the axes rely 

on the single locking screw provided on the neck of Z-axis shaft and vertically downward gravity induced force, whereas the locking 

is perfectly motorized in the hexapod system. 
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Fig. 7 6 DOF-Parallel Kinematic system      Fig. 8    6 DOF-Hybrid Kinematic system 

                 (Hexapod- Automatic)                   (Manually operated) 

  

Pictures of Model and Product 

    

                         
            Fig-9      CAD Model                                                    Fig-10    Prototype 

IV.   MANUFACTURING 

Machining & Fabrication  

The two dimensional drawings were made through AutoCAD version 17 and released for manufacturing of the prototype alignment 

system. All parts were machined with 5 Axis CNC milling machine & CNC Lathe. All individual parts except top plate and three 

sets of nuts and washers of tripod screws were machined from mild steel. These mild steel parts were then electro-less nickel plated 

for surface protection to withstand longer period of time. Those three sets of nuts and washers of tripod screws were machined from 

brass material. The aluminium top plate which was made from AA 6061 T6 then anodized for surface protection and finishing. All 

parts were inspected for their required dimensions. 

      

Assembly of Prototype  

After inspection of individual parts they were cleaned and brought to the assembly table and carefully assembled module wise. An 

initial motion check was performed for all three linear and three rotational axes. There are two cylindrical housings for each X and 

Y axes. For each axis both cylindrical housing was finalized on the basis of selective assembly concept, to get maximum possible 

precision levels. Likewise those three tripod screws also finalized through selective assembly concept.  After assembling whole 

system the tilting through tripod screws were also performed and found ok. 
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V.  PERFORMANCE TESTING 

6-DOF motion test 

Since the main objective of the project was to provide 6-DOF, it has been decided to check all 3 linear motions and 3 tilt motions. 

First the alignment system has been fixed on the rigid table and a diode laser fastened on its top plate as shown in the Fig-11.The 

laser light was then focussed on a target paper which was glued on the opposite wall. By rotating actuating screws we checked two 

linear motions X & Z, two tilting motions of X & Z in one position. Then we rotated the alignment system by 900 on the table and 

actuated relevant screws to check Y linear & tilt. We found the laser light moved accordingly on the target paper as per the intended 

design. 

 

            
   Fig-11                Fig-12    Fig-13         Fig-14 

 

                  Table 2             Translation Error 

 Driving Axis Error Axis Value 

1 X-Linear 
Y-Axis 20 Microns 

Z-Axis 12 Microns 

2 Y-Linear 
X-Axis 25 Microns 

Z-Axis 12 Microns 

 

Translation Errors 

A precision parallel bar was fixed on the top plate and aligned normal to the digital dial test indicator of a 10 micron accuracy in 

both X & Y positions, then actuated for the range of 15 mm. While moving in X & Y axes the sideways un-intended motion were 

measured. This has been occurred due to the clearance between cylindrical joints which were providing linear as well as the tilt 

motions 

 

VI.   FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS  

The load bearing tripod legged top plate has been analysed for deformation, strain and stress with 50 N payload. The finite element 

analysis has been done workbench of Ansys version 19.2 through mechanical APDL solver adopting auto meshing. 

The deformation was 0.60675 Microns assigning uniformly distributed load as shown in the Figure 16. The maximum strain stress 

occurred was respectively 1.768 x 10-5 and 1.2176 MPa. 

 

      
                   Fig-15      Geometry    Fig-16     Maximum deformation 0.60675 Microns  
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                      Fig-17  Maximum strain: 1.768 x 10-5  Fig-18   Maximum stress: 1.2176 MPa   

 

 

VII.   DISCUSSION  

This alignment system found achieving all 6 DOF, compact in size and weight, stiffer than serial kinematic systems, minimized 

backlash due to preloaded springs, less alignment time with respect to manual operated parallel kinematic systems. Thus the purpose 

of building necessary architecture of the mechanism is fulfilled. There are few areas for improvement such as, making precise 

enough to sub-micron accuracies, measurement of vibrational frequencies, disturbance due to friction of the tripod discs at bottom 

and individual locking of axes.  

There are few future scopes could be listed i.e. the incorporation of motorized motions through open loop servo or stepper motors 

may increase the precision level to sub-micron level and alignment speed. An opportunity for programmers could be created 

involving complex matrix and vector algebra mathematics to make it as a closed loop automated system. All the joints and links of 

actuators can be custom made from standard manufacturers for material quality along improved accuracy and life. A pattern can be 

applied and obtained after a comprehensive check on its design aspects on this alignment system. 

CONCLUSION  

The modelling through iterative steps helped to finalize a working prototype alignment system with six DOF. The use of CAD 

software like AutoCAD and Solid Edge was significant in this design. Serial and parallel kinematics has both their typical 

applications fields based on the requirements. They excel each on certain characteristics and perform less effectively on others. 

Creating hybrid kinematics by selective combination of both technologies, and making ideal use of their respective advantages, 

was appropriate action which we have incorporated in this alignment system. The architecture of the mechanism to combine all 

three linear axes and rotational axes i.e. yaw, pitch and roll found satisfied.  
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